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Integration with respect to closable set functions is used to treat perturbations of 
Schrodinger semigroups associated with stochastic integrals. The generator of the 
perturbed semigroup corresponds to -i times the Schriidinger operator with an 
imaginary drift term. The representation covers the dynamics of a system of 
interacting Schrodinger particles in a highly singular magnetic field. It is used to 
calculate the propagator of a single free particle in a homogeneous magnetic field. 
(0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The method of perturbing the heat semigroup by integration over a path 
space-the Feynman-Kac formula- is a powerful technique for obtaining 
a natural operator extension of the sum of the Laplacian operator d and 
the operator of multiplication by a scalar function V. 
However, when V is too singular, -A + V has no clear meaning as the 
sum of two operators, but the Feynman-Kac formula actually singles out 
the correct physical interpretation of the sum: as a sum of quadratic forms, 
that is, of the expectations of the free Hamiltonian operator and the poten- 
tial [2; 15, Theorem 6.21. 
A new method has recently been introduced to treat perturbations of 
Schrijdinger semigroups by integration over a space of continuous 
paths [7]. A compelling example examined by E. Nelson [ 121 suggests 
that the perturbation so achieved singles out the correct dynamical 
semigroup when the conventional operator-theoretic methods fail [7]. 
The purpose of this note is to show that integration with respect to 
closable set functions developed in [7] is sufficiently flexible to treat more 
complicated perturbations of Schrodinger semigroups, such as those 
achieved by stochastic integrals. The construction of Nelson [ 123 is too 
specific to cover this case. 
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The situation involving the heat semigroup has been studied previously 
by D. Babbitt [a], and the arguments used in the present context are 
similar. 
A brief review of integration with respect to closable set functions is 
given in Appendix A; it is spelled out in greater detail in [7]. Stochastic 
integration is reviewed in Appendix B. The main result is presented in 
Section 1. The propagator of a Schrbdinger particle in a homogeneous 
magnetic field is derived in Section 2. 
1. STOCHASTIC INTEGRAL PERTURBATIONS 
Let b: KY’+ lRd be a Bore1 measurable vector field on R“ with com- 
ponents b,, j= 1, . . . . d. Let U: R ‘-+ C be a Bore1 measurable function 
on Rd. 
If both the vector field b and the potential U are locally square 
integrable, then the operator 
H= -i ,i -$+i f b.-f-+ U 
/=I J j-1 lax/ 
is defined on all smooth functions of compact support on Rd. Set b .V= 
cj”= 1 b, a/ax,, and H,, = - $4. 
For each 16 p d co, the space Lp( R”) + L”( R”) denotes the collection of 
functions which can be written as the sum of two functions belonging to 
the respective classes. 
The following assumptions are made concerning the vector field b and 
the scalar potential U. There exists p > d/2, p > 2 such that 
bj~L2p(Rd)+L=‘(Rd), j = 1, . . . . d; UELqRd)+Lm(Rd). 
The standard Fourier analysis shows that under these conditions, the 
operator H is closable on L2(Rd), and its closure R has the property that 
-if7 generates a C,-semigroup ePiRr, t > 0, on L*(R”) [ 121. 
THEOREM A. For each t > 0, the function 
is defined Mf;-a.e., and it is M;K - Mf-integrable. Moreover, 
e - iRr = s f, d&f;. R 
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LEMMA. Let U: Rd -+ 62, a: Rd + Rd be bounded and continuous. Then for 
each t>O 
‘la~X,12ds-i~‘(aOX,dX)-ij’U~X,ds 
0 0 1 
is MfC - MP-integrable, and 
e-i(Ho+io.V+U)t- - 
s 
g, dMf. 
R 
Proof Let t >O. Let [o] be the integer part of (TE Iw. For each 
m, n = 1, 2, . . . . set Y,,, = a 0 X, +,+, and 
x fi exp[ -iUo Xj,,,t/n]. 
j=l 
For each m = 1, 2, . . . . the process Y, is measurable with respect to the 
predictable a-algebra, so the stochastic integral is well defined. 
The functions fm, n, m, n = 1, 2, . . . . are MfC - My-integrable by [7, 
Lemma 4.41 (or by inspection), and the integrals satisfy 
Ilfm,nW(411 QWNm ~+ILtl 
for each ZED, AE~. 
(2) 
Taking the limit as n + co and then as m + co shows that f,,. converges 
in L’(M;K) and for each A E 8, c > 0, 
lim lim fm, ,MF(A) = g, dM7. 
m-m n-m 
The limit as n --f co follows by the convergence of the Riemann sums, and 
the limit as m + co follows from the convergence of stochastic integrals. 
By the Vitali convergence theorem and [7, Lemma 4.31, for each 
m = 4 2, . . . . fm n, n = 1,2, . . . . is Cauchy in L’(M;K, MP). It remains to verify 
that the sequence actually converges in L’(Mf, MP). 
It is easy to see, because for each z E Do and A E x, fm, n M:(A) converges 
in the strong operator topology as n + cc to a product of operators involv- 
ing multiplication by bounded functions and 
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as in [7, Lemma 4.53. It follows that 
andf,,.-tf,inL’(M;K,MP)asn~co. 
The same argument shows that fm, m= 1,2, . . . . is Cauchy in 
L’(M;K, My). We know already that fm + g, in L’(MjY), so again we must 
verify that the sequence actually converges in L’(MF, MP). 
Let o E IF& By the Cameron-MartinGirsanov formula [ 171, the diffusion 
process (a, 5, (QX) x E Rd; (A’), , J with generator iA + (TU .V has the follow- 
ing property: for each x E R’, QX is equivalent to the Wiener measure P” 
concentrated on {X0 = x} and 
dQ”/dP” = exp 
It is then easy to deduce that 
e -i(Hg/z+ioo.V+Cl)r 
for all ZEK and cry R. The left-hand side of the equation is analytic in 
B E C by strong resolvent convergence, and the right-hand side is analytic 
by Fubini’s and Morera’s theorems, so for ~7 = z- ‘, 
e - i(Hg/r + ia. V/z + U)r 
=jaexp[ -q o o ] ~o*~d~+~fjrlaoX,i2dr-i j’(aoX,dX) dMf 
~~X,dr+fij~l~~~~12ds-ij’(~o~,M)]) (3) 
0 
by analytic continuation, for each z E K. We could have deduced this 
directly from the convergence of operator products as in [ 15, 15.33. 
Now by analytic continuation in the parameter z E D, it follows that 
Mf(f,) converges in the strong operator topology to the left size eeiHz’ of 
(3) as m + co, uniformly as z ranges over any compact subset of Do. Since 
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the operator-valued functions z -+ e ~ iHzr, z E D, is continuous for the strong 
operator topology (by strong resolvent convergence), g, is M;- MY- 
integrable and 
e -i(Ho+irr-V+u)r=ME‘(g,), 
Proof of Theorem. Let h be a smooth function of compact support on 
Rd with h > 0 and jiWd h = 1. Set h,,(x) = &h(nx), x E II?‘, U, = h, * U, and 
b, = h, * b for each n = 1, 2, . . . . where “*” denotes convolution. Let t > 0. 
Then U, -+ U, b, + b a.e. n-+03, and by Fubini’s theorem 
f& U,o X, ds + jb U 0 X, ds, jh (b,, dX) -+ j& (b, dX), M;K-a.e. as n -+ 00. Let 
b,~Xs~2d~-i~t(b,,dX)-i[‘U,,~Xsds 
0 0 I 
for each m,n= 1, 2, . . . 
By dominated convergence (for example, the maximal function of IUI 
dominates ) U,I, n = 1, 2, . ..). f y n -f, in L’(M,K) as m, n + co. The spec- 
trum of -aH, + 1 U( is bounded above for each c > 0, so as in [7, 
Theorem 4.71, for each o>O and A E,%, f,,,nM:(A) is equicontinuous for 
m, n = 1,2, . . . and z E Do, 0 < c < Im z/lzl 2; so the usual argument [7] of 
strong resolvent convergence, the Vitali convergence theorem, and [7, 
Lemma 4.31 show that fyi n converges in L’(M;K, My) to f, as n -+ cc and 
then m -+ co, and eemier = Mr(f,). 
Remark. The case where b is replaced by ib apparently requires a 
deeper analysis of the boundedness of products of operators than that 
given here. 
It is not obvious why the left-hand side of (1) should be a contraction 
semigroup when U is real, but this property follows from the representation 
(1). 
The Hamiltonian operator of a system of interacting charged 
Schrodinger particles in an electromagnetic field is equivalent [6, p. 3221 to 
the operator H = $( p - a)’ + I/ on the smooth functions of compact sup- 
port on Rd, d= 1, 2, . . . . The smooth vector field a: Rd + I@ comes from the 
magnetic vector potential, the Bore1 measurable function V: Rd+ R 
(locally square integrable, say) comes from the scalar electromagnetic 
potential and the particle interactions, and p = -iV = - i(a/ax, , . . . . a/ax,) 
is the total momentum operator of the system (expressed in the 
appropriate units). 
Under suitable conditions, H is essentially self-adjoin& and by (1) 
v;x.d~+fSdV.aoX~dciS’ (aoX, dX)]dMr. 
0 
(4) 
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The fi jb (a(’ o X, ds term in ( 1) disappears. The term 4 s& V . a 0 X, ds is 
annoying, because the absolute value of the integrand is exp[j& ;V. a 0 X, ds], 
but the left-hand side of (4) is nevertheless unitary. 
Recent results on Schrodinger operators with singular magnetic poten- 
tials [ 13, 14, 16,9, l] facilitate an extension of (4) to more singular 
functions a: IFP + EP representing a magnetic field, provided we work in the 
Coulomb gauge div a = 0 (in the distributional sense) [ 163. 
As Simon [16] points out, the choice of a particular gauge does not alter 
the relevant physics, and from the point of view of functional integration, 
the choice of the Coulomb gauge is the natural one to make (in particular, 
it leads to a simplification of (3) in the case above). Mathematically, it 
amounts to choosing a particular class of self-adjoint operators 
representing the ill-defined “Hamiltonian operator” of the system over all 
other possible choices. 
No new arguments beyond those of the proof of (1) are involved, so the 
proof of the extended version of (4) is omitted; the essential ingredients are 
the usual ones--dominated convergence, strong resolvent convergence, the 
Vitali convergence theorem, and [7, Lemma 4.31 (compare [15, 15.51). 
The results we need are due to Kato and Simon [ 1, Theorem 2.11 and 
Schechter [ 1, Theorem 2.41. 
Let a: [w” + P’ be a locally square integrable vector field, and let ZZ, be 
the closure in L’(lW’) of the operator - iajax, - uj on the smooth functions 
of compact support, j= 1, . . . . d. Then 
H,(a)= i qvz, is a self-adjoint operator. 
j=l 
The term refatiue bound is used in the sense of Kato [S, p. 1901. 
THEOREM B. Let a: W’+ Rd be a locally square integrable vector field 
with div a = 0 in the sense of distributions. 
Suppose that V: Rd + II2 is a Bore1 measurable function such that V is 
Ho-bounded and the Ho-bound of V is 0. 
Then H,(a) + V is self-adjoint on the domain of H,(a), and for each t > 0, 
the function 
f,=exp -ij: V:IXSds-i{i <a?X,dX)] 
[ 
is A4: - MP-integrable. Furthermore, 
e --it&(a)+ v)r = 
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Remark. The case of a finite system of charged Schrbdinger particles 
with Coulomb interactions in a homogeneous magnetic field is covered by 
Theorem B, and the normal Zeeman effect 16, p. 3261 is accounted for. 
2. THE HOMOGENEOUS MAGNETIC FIELD 
It is instructive to explicitly evaluate the definite integral (1) for the case 
of a homogeneous magnetic field. By doing so, we can find the propagator 
for a free Schrodinger particle in a magnetic field along the lines suggested 
by Feynman and Hibbs [S]. 
The hard work has already been done by Doob [4] and Simon [15, 
pp. 168-1691, and the result follows by analytic continuation from 
imaginary time to real time, but it is worthwhile to view the technique 
within the present methodology. 
If xEW, set z=x/lxl, x#O. 
THEOREM C. Let BE [w3 represent a constant magnetic field on [w3. Let 
a: a83 + [w3 be the vector magnetic potential defined by a(x) = fB x x, x E [w’. 
For each t>O, t#2n?r/lBI, n=l,2,..., let k,:[W3x(W3+lW3-+C be the 
function defined by 
k,(x, y) = (2zit)-“* 4zi si$fi, B, t) expCiF(x, Y; t)l 
2 
for all x, y E Iw3. 
Then for each 4 E L*( rW3), t > 0, t # 2nn/J BI, n = 1, 2, . . . . 
e - iHo( _ - I w3 k,(., Y) &Y)& (5) 
where the integral is defined by mean square convergence. 
ProoJ If T: W3 + lR3 is an isometry, then define T’: L2(IWd) + L2(Wd) 
by T#f = f 0 T, f E L’(W’). Then for any linear b: Iw3 --) Iw3, 
e -i&db)l/Z = T# - 1, -iHo(bT)t/ZT# 
for all t > 0 and z E D. There is therefore no loss in assuming that 
B = (0, 0, B,). 
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As in Theorem A, for each t > 0 and z E D, 
e 
-i(Ho(a)/z)t = e --i(Hglz + ia. V/z+ (1/2)l~12/~)f 
Simon [15, pp. 168-1691 gives the corresponding result for e-Ho(a)r, and 
replacing t by -it in our formula gives his. 
Let (Q, Y, (P”) d XE Rd; X) be the Wiener process of parameter 0 > 0, that 
is, the generator of the diffusion process is fad. Then 
for all A E 5, and 4, II/ E L’(V); Simon’s calculation is applicable. 
For each x, y E R”, let u H k,(x, v), u E D, be the analytic continuation of 
k.(x, y) from 10, co[\(2z/&,)fV into D. We know that 
is analytic in Do, so 
for all zED” and t>O. 
Therefore, for all t > 0, 
e -iHo(a)f4 = y jRd k,,,(., Y) 4(y) & 
The convergence is in L2(Rd), and the limit is topological rather than non- 
tangential. 
Now it is easy to deduce the mean square convergence of 
IRd k,(., y) d(y) dy for t > 0, t # 2rm/B, n = 1,2, . . . . and the representation 
(5). 
Remark. Classically, the motion of the particle is described by a spiral 
or circle with period 2n/jBI, depending on the initial state at t = 0, so the 
divergence of the kernel k, at t = 24 BI, n = 1,2, . . . . is understandable. 
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The same technique can be used in Rd to evaluate the kernel of the 
operator 
for each t > 0, t # nn (Mehler’s formula [ 151) n = 1,2, . . . . For the excep- 
tional values of t, T, is + 1, + i x the identity operator on the eigenspaces of 
the operator H, + $q2, so it surely doesn’t have a kernel in the mean square 
sense for these values of t. Apparently, this is a general feature of bound 
states for which the classical description of “periodic motion” applies. 
An analogue of the Cameron-Martin translation theorem has been 
applied by A. Truman [ 183 to the semiclassical approximation to quantum 
mechanics, in his polygonal path formulation of the Feynman path 
integral. A similar treatment is the present context gives rise to functionals 
of a stochastic integral. It is expected that the asymptotic limits of the 
integrals of these functionals give the semiclassical approximation. The 
details will appear elsewhere. 
APPENDIX A: 
INTEGRATION WITH RESPECT TO CLOSABLE SET FUNCTIONS 
A semialgebra of subsets of a set Q is a semiring [7] containing the set 
0. Let E be a locally convex space with a fundamental system 9 of 
seminorms defining the topology of E. 
The space ba(b, E) of bounded additive [7] set functions m: &’ -+ E on 
the semialgebra d is equipped with the semivariation topology; that is, for 
any seminorm p E 9, pB: ba(b, E) -+ [0, cc [ is defined by p&(m) = 
sup p(m(b)) for each m E ba(d, E)-the collection { pJ : p E Y} then defines 
the semivariation topology on ba(b, E). 
Let 2 be a directed set and (Y;)[. z an increasing family of 
semialgebras. Set Y = U jsz Y; and let &(Y;, E) be the projective limit of 
the spaces ba(q, E), [ E 2, linked by the restriction maps. Then &(yl,, E) 
is naturally identified with a space of additive set functions on the 
semialgebra Y which are locally bounded. 
Let IV,, , IV1 be index sets and let f be a collection of families f <, 5 E IV,, 
of measures p: o(Y) + [0, co [ on the o-algebra ~(9’) generated by 9’ such 
that for each {E IV,,, sup{p(O): p E r,} < co. 
Let n be a collection of families A,, 5 E IV,, of E-valued additive set 
functions h E ba(yl,, E) such that for each { E Wi, II, is a bounded subset 
of I&$ E). 
The space of finite linear combinations of characteristic functions of sets 
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belonging to Y is denoted by sim(Y). If SE sim(Y) and me &($, E), 
then sm: Y + E is the indefinite integral of s with respect to m, defined in 
the obvious way; clearly sm E ba(q, E). 
Two topologies zy and o, are defined on sim(Y). The first, r,‘, is defined 
by the family of seminorms  H suprs ri P( IsI), s E sim(Y), as 5 ranges over 
W,, and the second is coarsest such that for each 5 E W,, SH sm, 
s E sim(Y), is an equicontinuous family of linear maps from sim(Y) to 
ba(q, E) as m ranges over /1 5. 
The topologies ry, r, may not be Hausdorff, so let sim,-(Y), sim,(Y) be 
their respective quotient spaces. In addition, it is supposed that the identity 
map I: sim(Y) + sim(Y) factors into a map I, : sim,(Y) + sim,(Y). 
Now let L’(T) be the space of (equivalence classes of) f-integrable 
functions introduced by Kluvanek and Knowles [ 10, p. 401. If L’(T) is 
complete, then Z is said to be closed system of measures [7], and, in this 
case, the completion c,(Y) of sim,(Y) may be identified with a closed 
subspace of L’(T), which in practice is all of L’(T). 
If Z is closed and the map Z,,, : sim,(Y) + sim,(Y) is a closable linear 
map from L’(T) into the completion z,(Y) of sim,(Y), then n is 
r-closable. 
The integration map s H sm, s E sim(Y), is clearly continuous for r,, into 
ba(q, E), so a function f:Q -+ @ is called Z- /i-integrable if f belongs to 
the domain 9(ZrA) of the closure I,, of I,, and the image off via the 
(continuous extension of) integration map .rn belongs to &(Y;, E), for 
every m E IJ A. 
If E is complete, then this last condition holds whenever f E 9(1,-,,). The 
uniquely defined image off by .rn is denoted, of course, by fm; it is the 
indefinite integral off with respect o m. 
A convergence theorem for these indefinite integrals can be read straight 
off the closedness property of the map Z,, [7, Theorem 2.51. 
To apply the definition to Schrodinger semigroups, set 
K= {ai: a>O}; D=(z~@:Imz>O,zfO} 
sz(t) = eidWz 
for each z E D and t > 0. The operator A is the self-adjoint extension of the 
Laplacian al/ax; + . . . + a2/axji on L*(W’). The exponential is defined by 
the operational calculus for self-adjoint operators. 
Let Q be the set of all continuous functions o: [0, cc [ -+ R’, and set 
X,(o) = o(t), o E Q, t > 0. The Bore1 o-algebra of Rd is denoted by 2. A set 
will sometimes be identified with its characteristic function, and a Bore1 
measurable function will also be identified with the operator on L2(Rd) it 
defines. 
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For each t > 0, z E D, define 
for all 0 < t, < ... < tk < t, B,, . . . . Bk E Z, k = 1, 2, . . . . Then M;: y: -+ 
L4’(LZ(Wd)) is an operator-valued set function on the semialgebra of sets of 
the form {X,, E B,, . . . . X,, E Bk}, 0 < tl, . . . . t, G t, B,, . . . . B, E L’, k = 1, 2, . . . . 
For each z E K, MT is the restriction to Y; of a unique Y(L2(Rd))-valued 
measure, also denoted by Mf, on c(x). This follows by representing M; in 
terms of the Wiener process [7]. 
Our space E will be the space H,(D) of continuous functions on D which 
are analytic in the interior Do of D, equipped with the topology of uniform 
convergence on compact subsets of Do (it is not complete). 
For each 4, ti EL’(R~), WC’+4 II/) re resents P the H,(D)-valued set 
function defined by 
AE~, ~,~~EL*(!R~), ZED, and t>O. 
Finally, for each t > 0, our increasing family of semialgebras i the family 
PXIE .%, of semialgebras 9, of sets of the form (X,, E B,, . . . . X, E Bj}, 
B 1, ..*, Bj~C, J= (t ,, . . . . tj} c 10, t]. The set z is the collection of all finite 
sets Jc 10, t] directed by inclusion. 
Put ~~~=(((M~~,~CI)J:IC/EL’(IW~), ~~~~~z~l} and r,={r>“:a>O, 
4 E L*( Wd), 11411 2 < 1) for each t > 0. Here 1.1 denotes the variation 
(measure) of a complex measure on the a-algebra a(x). 
For each t>O, LIP= {(MP#, II/):$EL~(R~), 11t,Q2<1} and /i,= 
{A!: 4EL2Wd), llc4l2~ 11. 
A f1 -/it-integrable function is said to be M;K - MP-integrable. A 
r,-integrable function [ 10, III.11 is said to be M$integrable. For each 
M;K - MP-integrable function ft the additive operator-valued set functions 
fMf: y: + qL2(w)), zeD 
can be read off from the definitions in the obvious way [7]. 
These are our integrals. For ZE K, they correspond to the usual integrals 
with respect to an operator-valued measure [lo], and they are analytic 
continuations of these off K; that is, for each t > 0 and A E%, fM;(A) is 
continuous for the weak operator topology on all of D, and analytic in the 
interior of D. 
The space L’(T,) is written as L’(MfC) for each t >O. The space 
L’(M;K, M?) of all (equivalence classes of) Mf - MP-integrable functions is 
equipped with the coarsest topology for which both the inclusion of 
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L’(M;K, MP) in L’(M;K) and the map I,-,“, are continuous. Unfortunately, 
L’(Mf, MP) is not complete because H,(D) is not complete; we shall learn 
to live with this fact. 
Expressions such as “&if-a.e.” and “MPnull” have the obvious meanings 
attached to them in [7]. The set function M: is written as Mr, t > 0. 
APPENDIX B: STOCHASTIC INTEGRALS 
The approach to stochastic integration developed by Mttivier and 
Pellaumail [ 111 is most appealing, because it uses techniques reminiscent 
of those outlined in Appendix A. The following terminology and notation is 
adopted from [3]. 
As before, D is the space of continuous functions w: [0, cc [ -+ Rd and 
X,(o) = o(t) for each o E 52, t > 0. Let a be the semiring of predictable rec- 
tangles in [0, co[ x 0. The o-algebra generated by 9 is the predictable 
c-algebra 9’. Let (52, Y-, P; X) be a Brownian motion process in R“ with X0 
square-integrable. The Doltans measure p(p of the process X is the product 
of the Lebesgue measure on [0, cc[ with the probability P, restricted to the 
predictable o-algebra 9. 
Suppose that Y is the a-algebra generated by X, and P, is the 
probability measure on 5 defined for each 0 > 0 by 
P,(X,, E B,, . . . . X,, E &} = P{X,,, E B,, . . . . Xc,,, E B, ) 
for all 0 < t,, . . . . fk, B,, . . . . B, E C, k = 1,2, . . . . Let ppO be the Doleans 
measure associated with the process (a, S, P,; X). 
A function f: [0, 00 [ x 0 + W’ is said to be K-stochastically integrable if 
there exists a function K-SIf: 10, oo[ xQ+R’ such that 
K - SI f( t, .) E L’(MfC) for every t > 0, and K- SI f satisfies the following 
conditions. 
(i) For every Brownian motion process (0, Y-, P; X) with 
X0 E L*(P), xco, 11 f E L*(P~,,) for every t > 0 and c > 0. 
(ii) For every a,t>O, K-SIf(t,-)=S:,(f,dX)=C~==,I~fidX’ 
P,-a.e. 
It is easily seen that K- SI f(t, .) is uniquely defined M;K-a.e., so we write 
Jb (f, dX) for K-S1 f (t, .) for each t > 0. 
Suppose that b: R’+ Rd is a vector field such that biE LP(R’) + L.“(W’), 
i=l , . . . . d, for some p 2 2. 
Let h: iRd + [0, co[ be a smooth function of compact support with 
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j,+ h = 1, and set h,(x) = n%(nx), x E UP’, b’“) = h, * b, n = 1,2, . . . . with “*” 
denoting convolution. If 
f =b’“‘ox, m, n C ml/my m, n = 1, 2, . . . . 
with [a] denoting the integer part of a E R, then f,, n is measurable with 
respect to the predictable a-algebra, and the limit as m -+ co and then 
n + co converges in L2( [0, t] x Q, pP,) for each t > 0, every Brownian 
motion (52, F-, P; X) with X0 E L2(P), and every (T > 0. 
It follows from the completeness of L’(M;K) proved in [7, Theorem 3.11, 
that 60X: [O, w[ xL2 -+ Rd is K-stochastically integrable. 
A similar procedure could be devised for processes with respect to a 
closed system of measures, but there is no need for it at present. 
The extension to local integrands [3,2.6] is needed, and a procedure 
similar to that above works as well; that is, the stochastic integral with 
respect to all probabilities P,, 0 > 0, with X0 E L’(P) is assumed to exist, 
and the K-stochastic integral is defined accordingly. 
In practice, the completeness of the space of M;K-measurable functions (in 
the obvious topology) is crucial for ensuring that a predictable integrand 
is K-stochastically integrable; for example, it follows that a0 X is 
K-stochastically integrable whenever a is locally square integrable. 
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